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Abstract

This year EURECOM participated in the TRECVID light Semantic Indexing (SIN) Task for the
submission of four different runs for 50 concepts. Our submission builds on the runs submitted
last year at the 2010 SIN task by adding more effective visual features to the third system built
last year, the details of which can be found in [10]. Two of our systems target specific objects
based detection.
Our basic run adds densely extracted SIFT features to the pool of features of last year’s basic
run. The dense SIFT proves to be effective for concepts such as “Nighttime” accounting for a
very low number of keypoints when extracted using a conventional log or hessian based detector.
Then according to the third run from last year we add textual metadata based information that
has been provided with the 2011 video database to the visual features. We improve the retrieval
task by adding two more global descriptors to visual features with one capturing temporal
statistics along a sequence of shots and the other capturing salient details or gist of an image.
Further we enhance the visual recognition of some semantic concepts based on the detection
of local objects like computer screens or scene text, and human detection like Male or Female
persons.
The runs are composed as follows:
1. EURECOM Fusebase This run fuses a pool of visual features, namely the Sift [7] descriptor extracted through dense, log and hessian methods, the Color Moments global
descriptor, the Wavelet Feature and the Edge Histogram. On top of this, the information
mined from the textual metadata files related to each video is added.

2. EURECOM Videosense SM This run adds Spatio-Temporal [12] and Saliency Moments feature [9] to the visual features pool of the previous run before adding the textual
information.
3. EURECOM OS This run adds to the previous run some local object detectors for 19
concepts.
4. EURECOM HS This run adds to the runs 3 human specific detectors for 8 concepts like
for example “Male Person”, “Old People” etc..
Beside this participation, EURECOM took part in the joint IRIM submission; systems details
are included in the IRIM notebook paper.
The remainder of this paper briefly describes the content of each run (Sec 2-5), including
feature extraction, fusion and reranking methods. In Section 6 results are commented and
discussed.
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EURECOM Basic Run: EURECOM Fusebase

This run is composed of two main modules: first, a model is built by combining a pool of visual
features,which is then extended by adding textual feature based on the video metadata.
1. Visual Feature Extraction and Fusion: In this stage, 6 different features are computed. For each feature a Support Vector Machine is trained to predict the presence of a
concept c in a keyframe s of the test set. The choice of the descriptors is based on their
effectiveness on the training set. For each keyframe the following descriptors are extracted:
• Bag of Words with SIFT Three sets of interest points are identified using different
detectors:
(a) Saliency Points
– Difference of Gaussian
– Hessian-Laplacian Detector
Each of these key points is then described with the SIFT [7] descriptor, using the
VIREO system [1].
(b) Dense extraction
This case differs from the previous two saliency points detectors as SIFT features
are extracted at points described by a predefined grid on the image [11]. The
points on the grid are distanced 8-pixels apart.
For each of these three extracted SIFT features, a Bag of Words (BoW) or visual
vocabulary is built through quantization. We use K-means algorithm to cluster the
descriptors from training set into 500 visual words based on the experiments on the
development set. After quantization of the feature space an image is represented by
a histogram where the bins of this histogram count the visual words closest to image
keypoints.

• Color Moments This global descriptor computes, for each color channel in the
LAB space, the first, second and third moment statistics on 25 non overlapping local
windows per image.
• Wavelet Feature This texture-based descriptor calculates the variance in the Haar
wavelet sub-bands for each window resulting from a 3 × 3 division of a given keyframe.
• Edge Histogram The MPEG-7 edge histogram describes the edges’ spatial distribution for 16 sub-regions in the image.
A one vs all Support Vector Machine (SVM) (see implementation details in [2]) is trained
for each feature. For each concept c a model based on each feature extracted from the
training data is built and for each SVM classifier the value of the parameters are selected
through exhaustive grid search by maximizing the Mean Average Precision (MAP) on a
validation set. Such model is then used to detect the presence of c in a new sample s based
on each feature.
We obtain thus, for each concept c and keyframe s, 6 feature-specific outputs that we call
pn (c|s), n = 1, . . . , 6. We fuse such scores with weighted linear fusion in order to obtain a
single output, namely pv (c|s), that represents the probability of appearance of the concept
c in the keyframe s given the set of visual features. The dense SIFT feature dominates
the weight distribution for most of the concepts during the fusion.
2. Term Frequency Metadata: a textual feature module is added to the previous visualonly feature pool after fusion.
Since last year, a set of XML-formatted metadata is available with each video, containing
a textual description of the video context. We use the Term Frequency statistics to create
a model for these textual descriptions: on the training set, for each concept c we compute
the quantities ptk (c) , i.e. the probability for word tk to appear in correspondence with
concept c. We compute such statistics in a reduced set of fields of the XML metadata
file, chosen based on their effectiveness in the global system performances, namely “title”,
“description”, “subject” and “keywords’.
Given this model, on a new test video v we compute the cardinality n(w, v), where w is a
word that appears in the metadata file of video v. We then compute the likelihood l(c, v),
between the test video textual feature and each concept-based text model. Such values
are then used to update the output of the visual features part of this run, obtaining, for
each shot s ∈ v,
P (c|s) = pv (c|s)(1 + β · l(c, v))
The value β is estimated on the development data.
This step was performed only for the concepts for which adding this module was introducing
a significant improvement in the final MAP (in the development stage).
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Figure 1: Framework of our system for the semantic indexing task
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EURECOM Second Run: EURECOM Videosense SM

In this run, the Visual Feature Extraction and Fusion module of the basic run is improved by
adding two new descriptors to the visual feature pool, namely the Spatial Temporal descriptor
[12] and the Saliency Moments descriptor [9]. Then, similar to the previous run, the textual
feature based on metadata is combined with the visual feature pool now containing 8 features.
Following is a little description of each of these two new visual features.
• ST-MP7EH Feature We add to the visual feature pool of run 1 an efficient temporal
statistic based global descriptor that is sampled on equally-spaced frames in the video
[12]. The descriptor, called ST-MP7EH is simple, fast, accurate, has a very low memory
footprint and works surprisingly well in conjunction with the existing visual descriptors.
The ST-MP7EH descriptor detects the evolution in time of visual texture by computing
the (2D) MPEG-7 edge histogram for each frame of the analyzed video giving an 80 value
feature vector. This is done for N contiguous frames, with a f rameskip of 4 to reduce
computation, resulting in an N × 80 matrix. For each column of this matrix average and
standard deviation is calculated which gives it a fixed dimension of 160. The values are of

the same order of magnitude as the ones from the image descriptor. The spatial information
captured by the image descriptor is conserved by means of average and standard deviation,
and important temporal relationships are established with the presence of the standard
deviation. We use the 160 dimension spatial temporal descriptor to train an SVM classifier
for embedding it with other visual descriptors.
• Saliency Moments Feature Additionally, a holistic descriptor for image recognition,
namely the Saliency Moments feature [9] is added to run 1. SM embeds some locallyparsed information, namely the shape of the salient region, in a holistic representation
of the scene, structurally similar to [8]. First, the saliency information is extracted at
different resolutions using a spectral, light-weight algorithm [5]. The signals obtained are
then sampled directly in the frequency domain, using a set of Gabor wavelets. Each of these
samples, called ”Saliency Components”, is then interpreted as a probability distribution:
the components are divided into subwindows and the first three moments are extracted,
namely mean, standard deviation and skewness. The resulting signature vector is a 482dimensional descriptor that we use as input for traditional support vector machines and
then combine with the contributions of the other visual features.
For the two new visual features the SVM parameters are trained via grid search and weighted
linear fusion is used to combine the outputs pn (c, s), n = 1, . . . , 8 of eight visual features into a
single pv (c, s) for each concept c in the keyframe s. This output is then fused with the textual
metadata feature as done in the previous run.
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EURECOM Third Run: EURECOM OS

In this run we focus on local object detectors motivated by the fact that many concepts in this
year’s light-SIN task depict objects that can be easily differenciated from the environment or
background.
We follow Viola and Jones’ object detectors framework [13] using a cascade of boosted
classifiers for rapid object detection based on the openCV haar training API. We train boosted
classifiers on 8 objects (see Figure 1 for a list), that are semantically related to a total of 15
concepts in the set of 50 semantic concepts for the light-SIN task. An example is that the object
“boat” is present in the concept “Boat Ship” and it should also yield positive for the concept
“Waterscape Waterfront”. Additionally, we add a face specific detector similar to the first run
of [10] to the concepts for which adding it showed significant improvement on the development
data.
The output P (c|s) from run 2 is interpolated with the output of the local object detector
(face or otherwise), defined as po (c|s), ran on the keyframe s, (see Figure 1). The interpolation
is computed as follows: Pos (c|s) = P (c|s)(1 + α · po (c|s)), where the parameter α is estimated
by maximizing the MAP of the development set.
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EURECOM Fourth Run: EURECOM HS

In this run human concepts detection is improved by using Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) to describe the face region. Eight concepts are evaluated during this run: Adult, Asian
People, Dark skinned People, Female Person, Female Human Face Close Up, Infants, Male
Person and Old People, by adding the descriptor on top of run 3 for these concepts only.
HOG has been proposed by Dalal and Triggs for pedestrian detection in static images [3].
It is broadly used in computer vision, especially in the field of object detection. HOG has been
recently used by Guo et al. [4] for gender classification purpose and it is shown to be very
effective on benchmark face databases for both gender and ethnicity classification.
For all the concepts, with exception of Female Human Face Close Up, the following protocol
is used. First of all, faces are detected using the algorithm provided by W. Kienzle [6]. Furthermore, face region is cropped and resized in order to be 100x100. Finally, HOG over cropped
images is evaluated using 3x3 cell blocks of 6x6 pixel cells with 9 histogram channels. As for
the other visual features, the extracted descriptor for each face detected is used as input for an
SVM.
For Female Human Face Close Up, we use as information the dimension of the face region
returned by the face detector: given the Female Person confidence scores, Female Human Face
Close Up scores are obtained setting to zero the ones in which the face region is less than half
of height or width of a frame.
For the eight concepts containing human objects the probability ph (c|s) of the presence of
the concept c in the keyframe s is interpolated with the output Pos (c|s) of run 3, (see Figure 1).
This is done similarly as done for the run 3 giving Phs (c|s) = Pos (c|s)(1 + α · ph (c|s)) where α
is estimated by maximizing the MAP of the development set.

Results Analysis
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Figure 2: Evaluation results for our submitted runs

In Figure 2, the performances (MAP) of the various systems submitted for the light-SIN task
are presented. The evaluations were carried out for 23 out of 50 concepts in the light-SIN task.
For further evaluation of our results on the 23 concepts we have separated our concepts into
two sets namely (i) the concepts that (tend to) contain local objects for which all four runs
including local and human specific object detectors were submitted, results in Figure 4, and
(ii) other concepts for which only run 1 and 2 containing visual and textual descriptors were
performed, shown in Figure 3.
The first two runs are based on classical visual features and textual information, as mentioned
in Sec. 2-3. Shown in Figures 3 and 4 are the concept-specific final performances. Figures 3 and
4 also show the expected MAP (i.e. the value expected from the training phase) for all the runs.
Compared to the estimated Mean Average Precision, the performances on the test set decrease
of about 58% for the basic run and 55% for the Eurecom Videosense SM. Such systems have
indeed been tuned on a specific subset of data, causing overtraining and performance decrease.
n-fold cross validation and negative examples separation could have avoided this failure. For
concepts that are depicted in a sequence of keyframes we note that the added spatio-temporal
information along with the saliency moments descriptor strongly impacts the performance with
the concepts “Dancing” and “Walking” giving a performance even better than that acquired in
the training phase. For all the concepts in Figure 3 the MAP does not improve beyond run 2
as local detectors are not evaluated on these concepts.
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Figure 3: Development and test results comparison for concepts worked on mainly by run 1 and
2
Similar increase in performance is seen for most of the concepts in Figure 4 from run 1 to
run 2 for the training and the test evaluations alike. Here the development projections are not

too optimistic as we see a performance difference of only about 26% between the training and
the test assessments. Though the boosted local object detectors always increase performance
on the training set it actually degrades test results in run 3 for some concepts.
“News Studio” for which the retrieval performance is already high till run 2 is further improved by Face and Screen local detectors in run 3. While for “Adult” and “Old People” face
detector degrades performance in run 3 while the human specific detector of run 4 seems to work
better. Similarly in run 3 addition of Face detector to the concept “Explosion Fire” worsens the
performance which is then carried on to the run 4 as it extends the run 3.
Human specific detectors works well for concepts “Female Person” and “Female Human Face
Closeup” contrary to “Male Person”.
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Figure 4: Development and test results comparison for concepts with local objects, run 1-4
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Conclusions

This year EURECOM presented a set of systems for the light Semantic Indexing Task. As
last year we confirmed that adding textual features extracted from the metadata improves the
visual-only based systems. Spatial-temporal statistics based descriptor improves performance
on concepts that are spread through a sequence of keyframes. Saliency distribution is shown to
provide complementary information with respect to traditional visual features, improving the
final AP for global concepts like “Indoor”.
The boosted local object detectors generally improve indexing task for specific concepts but
the face detector from our last year’s submission degrades performance for most of the concepts

where it is used. Human specific features also prove to be effective though their impact is only
on a small subset of concepts.
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